
Underlying conditions/Incubation 
Stage:


The French working class is starving, 
They are being taxed way too much.


France is basically bankrupt.


The people of France are fed up and 
want a change

Key characters:


•King Louis XVI

•Marie Antoinette 

•Napoleon Bonaparte

•Maximilien Robespierre

•Jean-Paul Marat

•French Clergy


Key triggers:


•Social and economic inequality


•Financial crisis and extreme rise in the 
cost of bread


•Extreme taxes put upon the third 
estate


•Rise of the Bourgeoisie

Moderate stage and Tipping point:


The attack on the Bastille marked the 
tipping point for the French Revolution. 
Maximilien Robespierre takes control. 
The people attacked a hotel where they 
found guns and then they attacked the 
Bastille, which was a prison. The 
Bastille held powder and ammunition.

Crisis stage:


The government turns radical when the 
Jacobins take control. There were mass 
executions of people deemed to be 
“opposed to the revolution” France also 
declared war upon Austria, who was 
backed by Prussia. Britain, Spain, The 
Holy Roman Empre, Russia and many 
other countries.

(In)Effectiveness of the Revolution:


The French Revolution basically replaced one authoritarian dictatorship… with another…


Sure, it took down the French Monarchy for good and replaced it with a completely new style of government, but 
the new one was just as terrible. The French Revolution was successful in taking down the Monarchy, but it’s 
revolutionary leaders (*cough* Robespierre *cough*) basically hailed themselves as gods and for a while, France 
turned back into the very thing it swore to destroy (don’t lecture me, obi-wan!), becoming a dictatorship again.


A lot stayed the same in Post-Revolution France, like political corruption and poverty, and it is arguable that the 
new government was even worse. Despite this, so much was also changed, like the new form of government in 
France and the complete elimination of the French Monarchy. There were also many new ideas that spread 
throughout Europe and the rest of the world. The French Revolution was also an influence for the Haitian 
Revolution, which sparked the end of slavery being legal.


